Abstract. For the general monic cubic and quartic with real coefficients, polynomial conditions on the coefficients are derived as directly and as simply as possible from the Sturm sequence that will determine the real and complex root multiplicities together with the order of the real roots with respect to multiplicity.
Introduction
Everyone knows about the discriminant b 2 − 4ac of the quadratic ax 2 + bx + c.
Any univariate polynomial f (x) has a discriminant, which is (essentially) the resultant of f (x) and its derivative. The discriminant is the determinant of a certain matrix formed from the coefficients of f (x) and its derivative. The significance of the discriminant is essentially that it vanishes if and only if the polynomial f (x) has a multiple root. By looking at determinants of submatrices of matrices giving resultants, one can get more information about the multiple roots. In fact, resultants were used to get the complex root multiplicities in [4] . In the 1990's, other authors studied root multiplicities and obtained extensive results. In [2] , [5] , and [6] , those authors developed and applied the notions of complete discrimination system, multiple factor sequence, and revised sign list, and proved general theorems about conditions for root multiplicities.
In this paper, more detailed information about the roots of univariate polynomials (e.g. cubics and quartics) with real coefficients will be obtained by using a variant of the Euclidean algorithm, called the Sturm sequence. We want to find polynomial conditions in terms of the coefficients that will determine not only the real and complex root multiplicities, but also the relative position on the real line of the real roots with respect to their multiplicities. These results are bound to have applications in the future since one of the major paradigms of real algebraic geometry is to regard a multivariable polynomial as a polynomial in one variable with parameters. For example, they can be applied to the study of an affine hypersurface regarded as a branched cover of the hyperplane obtained by setting the last coordinate equal to zero. The significance of this paper is twofold: (1) The polynomial conditions on the coefficients that determine the order of the real roots with regard to multiplicity are new, and (2) The method of proof, based on the single unifying idea of the Sturm sequence, is the simplest and most transparent possible when considering the specific cases of cubics and quartics.
Consider the general cubic ax 3 + bx 2 + cx + d. Then without loss of generality, we can instead consider the monic cubic obtained by dividing the coefficients by a.
This monic cubic has the form x 3 + px 2 + qx + r, where p = We want to find polynomial conditions on p, q, and r that will determine which of these possible configurations hold. We will use the Sturm sequence. The novelty here is that the calculations will be done with symbolic coefficients, in other words, over the function field of the coefficients. At each stage, the polynomials will have coefficients that are rational functions of the coefficients of the original polynomial f (x). For degree four and higher, such calculations are too tedious and lengthy to do by hand, but can be done rapidly and conveniently by using Maple software.
As all undergraduate mathematics majors know, the Euclidean algorithm gives the greatest common divisor of two univariate polynomials f (x) and g(x) with coefficients in a field. When applied to f (x) and f ′ (x), it gives the product of the multiple roots of f (x), each counted with multiplicity one less than its multiplicity as a root of f (x). If c = {c 1 , c 2 ,. . . ,c m } is a finite sequence of real numbers, then the number of variations in sign of c is defined to be the number of i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 such that c i c i+1 < 0, after dropping the 0's in c. The Sturm sequence for f (x) is defined to
, where
In other words, perform the Euclidean algorithm and change the sign of the remainder at each stage. It should be noted here that there exists a more general definition of Sturm sequence, but the one given here suits our purpose.
Sturm's Theorem. Let f (x) be a polynomial of positive degree in R[x] and let
is an interval such that f (a) = 0 and f (b) = 0. Then the number of distinct
Proofs can be found in [1] and [3] . We can get the total number of real roots by looking at the limits as a → −∞ and b → +∞. Thus, the total number of distinct real roots will depend only on the leading terms of the polynomials in the Sturm sequence.
Now consider the cubic, f (x) = x 3 + px 2 + qx + r. Calculate the Sturm sequence for f (x). We obtain polynomials of degree one and degree zero in x with coefficients that are rational functions of p, q, and r, which we will name gcddeg1 and gcddeg0, respectively. If gcddeg0 = 0, then there are three distinct roots. (It turns out, not surprisingly, that this condition is equivalent to the discriminant not being zero.) The number of real roots and the number of complex roots will be determined by the signs of the leading coefficients in the Sturm sequence. If gcddeg0 = 0 and the leading coefficient of gcddeg1 = 0, this means the cubic has a double root, which is, in fact, the zero of gcddeg1, and so one can solve for it. In this case, we know there is one double real root and one single real root.
Which one is bigger? To find conditions which will determine which root is larger, solve gcddeg1 = 0 for the double root. Then, make a change of variable, x = y + doubleroot, so as to translate the double root to the origin. After this translation, y 2 becomes a factor of the resulting cubic in y, and one can now solve for the single root. Since translation does not affect the relative position of the roots, if the new single root is positive, then it is bigger than the double root, and if the new single root is negative, then it is less than the double root, and the same holds for the polynomial in x.
If gcddeg0 = 0 and gcddeg1 = 0, then there is a triple root.
The unifying idea of the Sturm sequence is the optimal and most transparent approach to the classical questions about roots of univariate polynomials answered in this paper. The computer is used to perform long divisions, calculate discriminants, and perform factoring, all of which are too tedious to do by hand, at least in the case of the quartic. The novelty here is to study the Sturm sequence in complete detail for a general monic polynomial with variable coefficients. Let us note here that one has to keep careful track of whether or not certain coefficients of the polynomials in the Sturm sequence are zero. This leads to many special cases to consider, the number of which increases rapidly with the degree of f (x).
In fact, if f (x) has degree n ≥ 3, then the number of special cases is 2 n−2 − 1.
In the following sections, we will use some suggestive notation. gcddegn denotes the polynomial of degree n in the Sturm sequence, and newmgcddegn denotes the polynomial of degree n in the Sturm sequence for the m th special case.
The derivation and proofs in this paper establish a partition of the spaces of monic cubic and quartic polynomials with real coefficients according to the real and complex root multiplicities, taking into account the order of the real roots with regard to multiplicity. Two other, coarser, results follow immediately: a partition of the same spaces by real and complex root multiplicities (without order) and a partition of the space of monic complex cubics and quartics by complex root multiplicities.
Cubics
The Sturm sequence for the cubic is:
Let us remark that the discriminant of the cubic is
Consider the case p 2 − 3q = 0. Let us count the number of sign changes in this Sturm Sequence at −∞ and at ∞. This will give us the number of distinct real roots. The signs at ∞ and −∞ are completely determined by the leading coefficients. Let D denote the discriminant of the cubic. Suppose D =0; then there are three distinct roots. If D = 0 and p 2 − 3q = 0, then the greatest common divisor of the cubic and its derivative has degree one. But then the root of that polynomial is the double root. Solving for x in gcddeg1, we get
We will now translate this double root to the origin by making a simple substitution x = y+doubleroot. This will not change the relative position of the single and double roots. The resulting polynomial in y will then have a factor of y 2 (since the double root is at the origin), and we will be able to solve for the single root. (It is interesting to note that if D = 0, we can solve the cubic.)
By substituting x = y+doubleroot, we get < 0, then the single root is less than the double root. Now consider the case p 2 − 3q = 0. Here is the Sturm sequence in this case:
Note that in this case we cannot get a greatest common divisor of degree one.
Therefore, there cannot be a double root. The Sturm sequence analysis shows that if D = 0, then there must be one real root and two complex conjugate roots.
Note that if p 2 − 3q = 0, then gcddeg1 turns into r − We will find polynomial conditions on the coefficients p, q, r, and s that will determine to which of these classes the polynomial belongs.
We use the computer software Maple to calculate the Sturm sequence for the quartic. One obtains remainder polynomials of degrees 2, 1, and 0, which we suggestively name gcddeg2, gcddeg1, and gcddeg0, respectively. Here is a summary of the generic analysis of the general quartic that will be carried out in this section: The Sturm sequence for the quartic is: The discriminant of the quartic is
Notice that the numerator of gcddeg0 is (8q 
2(−4q 3 +p 2 q 2 +16qs+14rpq−6p 2 s−3rp 3 −18r 2 ) . We will now translate this double root to the origin by substituting x = y + doubleroot into the original quartic. y 2 will be a factor of the resulting quartic. The remaining quadratic factor is 2 ) −p 2 q 2 +3 rp 3 +6 p 2 s+4 q 3 −14 pqr−16 sq+18 r 2 . Let D2 denote the numerator of the constant term in lef toverquadratic. If D2 < 0, then the double root is between the two single roots, and if D2 > 0, then consider the product of the numerator and the denominator of the y coefficient, i.e.
(Note that Maple factored the numerator of the coefficient of y in the quadratic.)
Observe that the third factor is −D1. Since we are in the case of one real double root and two real single roots, we know that D1 > 0. We define D3 as D3 = (8r − 4pq + p 3 )(q 2 − 3pr + 12s). If D3 > 0, then the double root is to the right of both single roots, and if D3 < 0, then the double root is to the left of both single roots. The next case to consider is 3p 2 − 8q = 0 and
Solve this for s and plug into the original quartic. This gives
.
The Sturm sequence of newquartic1 yields the following remainders: The original conditions for two real roots and two complex roots may now be simplified to just be D < 0, as we see that the condition is the same regardless of whether D1 is zero or not. Similarly, the original conditions for four complex roots may be slightly relaxed now to be D > 0 and (D1 ≤ 0 or 3p 2 − 8q < 0). Plug x = y + new1tripleroot into newquartic1. Since we have shifted the triple root to zero, we know the resulting quartic will have coefficients of zero for y 2 and y, and the constant term is zero. The resulting quartic is y 4 + (p + 4(−pq+6r) 3p 2 −8q )y 3 .
If we factor out y 3 , we are left with a linear equation, which we may solve for the single root of the shifted newquartic1. 
